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WELCOME LETTER 

  

Delegates, 

It is an honor to welcome you to HOPEMUN 2020. Our objective is to extend the knowledge and                  

provide you with tools to discuss and negotiate about social conflicts that are happening in our world                 

regarding sustainable development and digitalization. 

The next two days will be intense, full of hard work. We expect you to find unique and realistic                   

solutions, and with nothing else to add good luck and give your best during the debate! 

 

GROUND RULES 

The rules of procedure to follow in the committee: 

1. The most important thing in this committee is to respect other delegations in order to have a rich                  

and positive experience.  

2. Delegates must be well-informed about the current situation regarding the topic and their country. 

3. Procedure will be found in the “Delegates Handbook” that can be found in the official website of                 

HOPEMUN 2020, in order to have a clear and peaceful debate. 

4. Have fun! Enjoy this experience to get better at speaking and writing skills while interacting with                

other classmates. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the world is facing a hard time ,and technology is taking over our necessities. Security                

is a major need for people ,and digital security is becoming an important matter due to cyberattacks that                  
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start taking place even more often. People are in the need of protecting their information and somehow,                 

technology ́s  development has made human life easier in every aspect .  

 

SETTING THE ISSUE 

Sustainable Development is defined as the improvement that meets the needs of the present              

without compromising the ability of future generations to fulfill their personal desires.In the present day,               

the planet faces very strong environmental problems, where natural resources are affected. Entire nations              

use technology as security methods to prevent attacks from other countries, entire systems and data are                

safe in technological centers. Countries use these data bases for their public services too, regarding               

medical services when it comes to registration. 

The issue is that countries need to make more efficient security systems and prevent cyber-attacks to                

transform business and the environment we live in, considering the SDGS goals 9 and 11 for solving this                  

issue.  

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Technologies in late 18th and 19th century had an important impact on the current society, it has                 

changed the way we buy, sell, pay, educate, govern, or manage our health. This change has not been as                   

good as it seems, while technology grows, the concept as we use it grows too, and hackers are in our daily                     

life. A lot of people's private bills are hacked each day, like Yahoo ́s big hack that happened in 2013, this                     

made the agency pay $35 billion dollars of penalty to settle charges that it misled investors with the aid of                    

failing to reveal one of the world’s largest information breaches in which hackers stole non-public facts                

referring to to loads of thousands and thousands of user money owed. 
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RELEVANCE IN TODAY'S WORLD 

Technology nowadays is one of the most important parts in our daily life, and the path towards                 

digital transformation in the public sector has not been easy. Challenges such as spending cuts, lack of                 

budget, purchaser expectancies are lower, and the unequal scale and complexity of many public sectors,               

companies stand in the way for powerful digital transformation. Digital transformation is happening, and              

at this point is unstoppable. Advancements in era offer big possibilities to public sector establishments.               

From remote operating solutions to security management systems that lessen the danger of infrastructure              

downtime, generation is there to assist public sector establishments work in extra cost-effective, efficient              

ways. 

IMPORTANT EVENTS 

Each year, countries from all over the world gather together to discuss digital transformation in               

each country. The objective of these conferences is to create initiative regarding cyber-security and              

development on each Country. The Digital Transformation Conference of 2019 was held in November              

and it was hosted in London. This year, the conference will be focused on digital business regarding                 

common media challenges and ideas that inspire and motivate people. The conference takes into              

consideration cultural aspects regarding each nation since companies are starting to focus even more on               

the security of their companies because of the necessities technology requires. 

 

PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS AND SOLUTIONS 

Countries like The United Kingdom and Estonia are examples of implementation of digital             

security and sustainable development practices since these nations started implementing digital services            

for their citizens, like tax payment. Citizens are well-informed about the current situation in their country.                

National security is implemented with technology and the consequences seem to be positive since there is                
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no need of employees on these institutions. Paperwork and appointments can be done online and people                

can start associating the fact that everything is becoming digital and they are adapting to it.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Sustainable development is a matter of importance for all countries since the world is in the aim                 

of improving with urgency. Digitalization must be embraced by all nations with the purpose of creating a                 

significant change in today's world, taking in count that sustainable development it's a key operation to                

focus on, because as it seems like an opportunity, it can also be a challenge. 

"The digital transformation is radically altering all dimensions of global societies and economies             

and will likely change the interpretation of the sustainability paradigm itself. Sustainable development             

and digital technology communities are not yet sufficiently linked to fully address these issues. The               

transformation towards sustainability must be harmonized with the threats, opportunities, and dynamics of             

the Digital Revolution, the goals of the 2030 Agenda. Digitalization is not only an instrument that can be                  

used to resolve sustainability challenges, it is also fundamental as a driver of disruptive change on                

multiple levels," says Nebojsa Nakicenovic, executive director of The World in 2050 (TWI2050) research              

initiative. 

 

COMMITTEE MISSION 

The mission of this committee is to sensitize people regarding the evolution of technology in               

security measures and its implementation in the modern era, taking into account sustainable development              

for future generations. Delegates must understand the importance of globalization as well as the current               

situation regarding world issues in technology and the attempts to solve this issue by real global activists.                 

The purpose is to develop creativity within the delegates to find realistic solutions, to develop writing and                 

speaking skills in the committee and throughout the whole event.  
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THE IMPORTANCE OF SOLVING THE ISSUE 

Finally the use of era for the digitalization of public services has come; the significance of this                 

has generated modifications all around the globe and the use of new technologies have been critical for                 

the improvement of new areas, and lets in humans to apply social media and online baking. The                 

implementation of virtual assets directly to public security has made less difficult for the businesses to                

save personal facts and protect it from hackers and the risk of losing an important archive such as identity                   

theft and fraud. It also has made easier the safety of the public on any injuries or huge scale catastrophes                    

like herbal disasters, as well as the fast recognition of any suspect of a crime. 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Delegates must take in count the following challenges regarding digital security implemented in             

their nations: implementing digital security is expensive, it requires lots of public organization services              

inclusion and everything must be targeted with diplomacy and concern by the person using the platform                

on security matters.  

1. What are the implementations made by your delegations regarding digital transformation on            

security matters? 

2. Are there any reports that show that digital transformation is being a positive impact on your                

nation? if they are, what are those impacts? can they be shared with other countries? 

3. Are there any organizations that promote sustainability within digitalization and security? 

 

Take into account that the importance of digital security is enormous due to the relevance in                

today's world since life seems to be easier thanks to technology, as well as monetary and time saving for                   

companies, organizations and people who use this services implemented by their nation. Digitalization is              
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becoming key for our future, society must draw upon the new era and its benefits without forgetting the                  

fact that sustainable development is the main focus of the committee. If you have any questions please                 

contact us via gmail (mails can be found on the cover page). 

 

Delegations: 

1. United Kingdom 

2. United States of America 

3. France 

4. China 

5. Russia 

6. Mexico 

7. Canada 

8. Brazil 

9. Dominican Republic 

10. Estonia 

11. Vietnam 

12. Oman 

13. Algeria 

14. Singapour 

15. Denmark 

16. Malaysia 

17. North Korea 

18. South Korea 

19. Australia 
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20. India 

21. Japan 

22. Germany 

23. Sweden  

24. Switzerland 

25. Belgium 

26. Israel 

27. Spain  
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